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Editor Notes
Here we are at the beginning of April already, with the
annual AMPS International Convention right around the
corner. Hopefully this issue will find you before then and
you can squeeze in some reading time while preparing for
the big shew.
If you do come to Auburn, as an AMPS member, you are
granted the right to attend the AMPS General Meeting,
meet your AMPS officers and take part in the decisions
that shape AMPS. You’ll also have a say in the selection of
the next convention’s theme. You can even let me know in
person what you think of Boresight!
--In this issue we have two features that come from kits
released in the past few months. Neil Stokes takes you
step-by-step through building the Trumpeter KV-8 Flamethrower, and provides excellent historical research along
the way to help you make yours as accurate as it can be.
Next, I review the Trumpeter BTR-50PK APC. In addition to
the basic build, I guide you through a few weathering techniques that you may want to try on your models. Lastly, we
have a short reference feature on the M-42 Duster, a model
that AFV Club is just now releasing to eager fans.

Lastly, look at your Boresight shipping envelope. If you see
the words “LAST ISSUE-PLEASE RENEW,” that is your
clue to renew your AMPS membership.
John Robinson
Editor, Boresight
john.robinson@amps-armor.org
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AMPS Review Crew News
www.amps-armor.org
As I write this, we’re just a bit over three
weeks out from the biggest AMPS event
of the year, the annual International
Convention. Hopefully, this issue will be
in your hands before the convention. If it
is, it will be the result of a LOT of effort on
the part of your Boresight team headed
up by Chief Editor John Robinson.
Thanks to a lot of time and effort committed by his team, Boresight has never
looked better, nor had better content, nor
been this close to being on schedule.
Not only do all of these factors result in
a publication that AMPS members can
enjoy with pride, but also a bigger, better
Boresight is more attractive to industry
businesses, who are far more receptive
to purchasing advertising in Boresight,
which makes a bigger and better Boresight even easier to produce! Funny how
that all ties together… If you happen to
cross paths with John, Matt Deck, or any
of the Boresight team in Auburn, please
consider saying “Thanks!” I know I sure
will.
While I’m on the topic of this magazine,
please consider supporting it with the
submission of an article. It’s far easier
than it may look at first. John has placed
some simple tips and guidelines on the
AMPS website (in the menu, “Boresight”
then “AMPS Boresight” on the drop down
submenu). These well-written and easily
understood tips and guidelines will have
you constructing an article in no time! I’m
the guy they modeled those cavemen
on the TV commercials after and if I can
produce an article, so can you!
A lot of the finest new armor modeling
related products continue to flow into
the hands and onto the work benches of
your AMPS Review Crew. We are busier
than ever bringing you all unbiased,
objective and thorough reviews. This
takes time and a solid build/review of a
kit can easily take a couple of months to
do it justice. Our standard that we try to

maintain is a full build review posted on
the website (or in the pages of Boresight)
within 90 days of the reviewer receiving
a kit for review. Simple, huh? Well…not
really. Life usually figures out how to get
in the way.
Reviewing products isn’t as quick or easy
as it may look at first glance and any veteran reviewer will tell you that the “free”
stuff is nowhere near free. Reviewing
isn’t for everyone; we work to guidelines
and I can be a real pain if you’re long
overdue with a project. That said, I’d like
to add a couple of more reviewers to the
Crew. Please look me up in Auburn if
you’re interested, I’d be happy to discuss
the Review Crew with you.
Some recent reviews that you find of
particular interest include:
Tamiya Iraqi Tank T-55 “Enigma” by
John Charvat
Wespe Models ZIS 42 Soviet Half
truck by Jeff Sheehan
Trumpeter Jagdpanzer 38(t) Hetzer
Starr by Frank Berkley-Yokie
AK Interactive AFV Acrylic Techniques DVD by Chuck Willis
Military Illustrated Modeller Feb ’12
issue by Neil Stokes
These and many, many more fine reviews are waiting for you at www.ampsarmor.org!
As always, please don’t hesitate to
contact me with questions, comments or
concerns you have regarding the AMPS
Review Program. We work for you.
Safe travels, good luck with your entries,
and see you in Auburn!
Chuck Aleshire
AMPS
1st Vice President
Reviews Coordinator
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The Red Army

began experimenting with flamethrower
tanks in the 1930s, beginning in 1933
with the KhT-26 based on the T-26 Light Tank. Several additional variants were developed between 1933 and 1939, all
based on the T-26 chassis, and all suffered from the same
drawbacks; their flame projectors had a very limited range
and since flamethrower tanks tended to attract every enemy
weapon in the vicinity, the lightly armored vehicles rarely survived long enough to close the range and use their weaponry.

Trumpeter’s

Further experiments were conducted in early 1941, this time
based on the KV-1 Heavy Tank and utilizing the improved ATO41 flame projector. Four prototypes, designated KV-6, were
built at LKZ in the early summer of 1941, with the flame projector mounted in the forward hull to the right of the driver. When
Nazi Germany invaded in late June, the project was shelved
and the vehicles originally earmarked for KV-6 production were
completed as regular KV-1s instead.

The kit is comprised of 265 parts on nine sprues in Trumpeter’s
usual light grey styrene, plus 56 parts on two additional sprues
in brown styrene for the link-and-length tracks. The turret shell
and lower hull tub are molded separately and an additional
sprue in clear styrene provides the headlamp and tail lamp
lenses for a total of 323 styrene parts. 27 of these parts will
remain unused. The kit also includes a small etched brass fret
with seven parts for the anti-aircraft machine gun mount and
tow cable retaining brackets, a length of braided brass wire for
the tow cables, a shorter length of single strand brass wire to
make retaining pins for the tow cable brackets and a set of poly
caps for the road wheels.

The flamethrower tank concept was again resurrected at the
end of 1941, after the initial German assaults had been halted
and the Soviet Union began to consider offensive operations
once more. A new design was developed, again based on the
KV-1 but with the flame projector mounted in the turret rather
than the hull. The flame projector, fuel tanks and associated
equipment left insufficient space for the 76.2mm ZiS-5 gun, so
the new vehicle, designated KV-8, was armed with a 45mm
Model 1932/38 (20K) gun. Since, as noted above, flamethrower tanks attracted an extraordinary amount of hostile attention,
the 45mm gun barrel was fitted with a sleeve to disguise it as a
regular 76.2mm gun.
102 series production KV-8s were built at ChKZ in Chelyabinsk
between April and August 1942. These vehicles were based
on the KV-1 Model 1942 hull with 90mm armor plating on the
sides and more heavily armored than the Model 1941 hull
that was also in production until the early summer. The KV-8
carried its main armament in the 90mm armored welded turret
first introduced in July 1941. Though the KV-1 had by this time
transitioned to the simplified welded turret with its squared-off
turret bustle and the two types of cast turret, ChKZ retained an
inventory of the earlier turrets and these were selected for the
KV-8 production run.
A further 35 vehicles were built between September and November 1942 based on the KV-1S hull and these were designated KV-8S. The first 25 vehicles carried the simplified welded
turret as fitted to the KV-1 Model 1941 and Model 1942, while
the final 10 carried KV-1S turrets.

KV-8 ‘43’ during its technical evaluation by the Germans after being
captured in September 1942. (NARA)

latest offering in its KV series represents
one of the initial 102 series production
KV-8s based on the KV-1 Model 1942 hull with the 90mm
up-armored welded turret. Like the real vehicle, Trumpeter’s
kit borrows many components from its earlier KV-1 kits with
some new parts for those features specific to the KV-8. You will
need to do some minor work to arrive at a truly accurate KV-8,
though none of the required modifications should be beyond
the skills of the average modeler.

The kit provides a decal sheet with markings for one vehicle;
‘43’ from the 502nd Flamethrower Tank Battalion serving on
the Volkov Front south of Leningrad in the late summer of
1942. This vehicle was captured by German forces in September and sent to the rear area where it was extensively
photographed. Some of these photographs have survived,
providing a good visual reference for modelers wishing to build
this vehicle.
Before we begin, let me say that this kit will result in a quite
good replica of a KV-8 when built out of the box. However,
Trumpeter has taken a few short-cuts on some of the minor
details, which is understandable for economic reasons. For
example, tooling an entire new lower hull tub and lower rear
hull plate simply to provide us with circular mounting plates
for the towing eyes would have been quite expensive (though
hopefully Trumpeter will do so for their upcoming KV-1S kit).
I have chosen to modify and sometimes replace the kit parts
where necessary to reflect photographs of ‘43’ at the time of
its capture by the Germans. I will describe the changes that I
made but it is your choice whether you choose to make these
changes or simply to use the kit parts as supplied.
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Assembly

Prior to commencing assembly, the kit instructions direct you to open up various slots and
holes in the upper hull and fenders. The kit includes five cylindrical tanks (four for diesel fuel, one for engine oil) mounted on
the fenders. Photographs show no evidence of these tanks or
their mounting brackets on the vehicle depicted by the kit decals, so you should not open up the slots near the outer edges
of parts F1 and F21. You should however, open up the round
holes near the inner edges at the rear ends of these parts for
the fender-mounted stowage boxes.

1

Assembly begins with the lower rear hull plate. Note that
this part (A12) is common to all Trumpeter’s KV kits and
represents the early method of attaching the rear towing
eyes by bolting and welding their trapezoid-shaped mounting
plates to the hull.
Surviving photographs of ‘43’ reveal that its hull was manufactured by Factory No.200 in Chelyabinsk during the transition
from trapezoidal mounting plates to circular plates. The forward
mounting plates are circular, though the cut-outs in the appliqué armor on the lower hull are still trapezoidal. A photograph
of its sister ‘46’ from the same unit reveals that it too carried
circular mounting plates on the rear hull.
Obviously, this is a minor detail and it’s your choice whether
you wish to make the modification. I chose to do it, cutting
away the mounting plates from part A12 and replacing them
with 2mm discs of .030” styrene sheet, with the weld beads
replicated with putty. While I was at it, I cut the locating lugs off
parts A19 and glued them in place on my scratch-built mounting plates.
I took the opportunity to remove the weld beads from the lower
forward hull and make the same modification to the base
plates for the forward towing eyes. I did not add the forward
mounting plates to the hull yet though, for reasons that I will
explain later.

The kit instructions direct you to add the exhaust outlet screen
(part F27), deflector plate (part A11) and tail lamp lens (part
S1). Most aftermarket sets for Trumpeter’s KVs provide a
replacement screen but the kit part is nicely textured and the
screen is barely visible when the model is assembled, so I
chose to use the kit part. The deflector plate is nicely molded
with the reinforcing ribs in place. You may wish to replace it
with an item from one of the many aftermarket sets but I chose
just to thin the kit part a little by sanding the edges and the ribs.
Add the outer hull sides (parts B1 and B2) to the lower hull tub
before you add the completed rear hull assembly. The lower
rear hull plate is designed to fit the curvature of the outer hull
sides, which are larger than the hull tub itself. If you try to attach part A12 directly to the lower hull tub, it will not fit and you
will make yourself crazy.
After parts B1 and B2 are in place and the glue is set, attach
the completed rear hull assembly to the lower hull tub. Take
care when fitting the rear hull plate since, as with all the Trumpeter KVs, it can be tricky. Align the notch in the rear hull plate
with the lower edge of the rear hull overhang, and allow the
lower edge of the plate to align itself accordingly.
Finish Step 1 by adding the shock absorbers on the right-hand
side of the hull (parts A8). I departed slightly from the instructions here and added those on the left-hand side at the same
time. All these parts fit flawlessly though you may need to add
a spacer to prevent the sides of the hull tub bowing inward;
more on this later.

2

I chose to begin the upper hull assembly by attaching the
upper front hull (part A27) to the lower hull tub. Part A27
was slightly warped and when the forward edge was fitted
in place, the rear edge sat up proud of the hull. This is a common issue with Trumpeter’s KVs but is easily fixed by securing
the part in place with clamps or rubber bands before gluing.
Once the joint was set, I added weld beads along the outer
edges of part A27 using thin styrene rod softened with liquid
cement and textured with the back of a #11 blade.

(L) The circular mounting plates for the towing eyes are .030” styrene. (R) Note the tall appliqué armor plate, rain strip and added weld bead detail.
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Next I test fitted the upper rear hull (part F28). With every
Trumpeter KV kit I have built, the sides of the lower hull tub
were bowed inward slightly along the engine compartment,
making the panel seams uneven, but this kit was the exception. The parts aligned well and I simply glued part F28 in
place. If you do find that the hull tub is warped on your own
kit, you can cut a piece of sprue to act as a brace beneath the
center point of the engine compartment, to ensure a consistent
thickness to the gap.
Remember that the engine compartment and transmission
compartment roof plates were bolted in place, not welded.
Therefore, do not replicate weld seams along the upper edges
of part F28, though you may add them to the sloped part of the
rear hull overhang if you wish. I found the weld seams molded
into the kit part to be sufficient and did not bother to augment
them.
Trumpeter has provided a new appliqué armor plate for the upper front hull (part WE12). This correctly depicts the taller plate
fitted to hulls manufactured by Factory No.200, and which is
evident in photographs of ‘43’. This is a nice touch and shows
that Trumpeter have not only done their homework, but are
prepared to go the extra mile to get the details correct on this
kit. If you choose to build your kit to represent a different KV-8
with a hull from UZTM, the kit also includes the shorter appliqué armor plate as part D18.

The KV-8 featured a sheet metal guard around the top and
sides of the driver’s visor. The guard was actually welded to the
edge of the cut-out in the appliqué armor plate. The kit omits
this feature, so I chose to add it from thin styrene strip.
The instructions imply that you should add the lifting eyes
(parts A28) to the upper rear hull (part F28) before attaching part F28 to the lower hull tub. However, you will then risk
knocking these parts off and potentially losing them during hull
assembly. I decided to leave them off and add them later.
I finished Step 2 by adding the return roller mounts (parts A1).
The instructions direct you to add only the left-hand mounts at
this stage but I went rogue and added them to the right-hand
side of the hull too.
The instructions would have you glue the forward towing eyes
(parts A10) in place at this time but, since I was modifying the
mounting plates, I held off until later in the assembly sequence.

3

I next added the sprocket mounts (parts A4) and swing
arms (parts G3) to both sides of the hull. The torsion bar
end caps (parts G7) do not provide locating tabs to ensure the correct orientation of the mounting bolts but the castings were machined with a particular orientation for the holes
as shown in the accompanying drawing. Take care to orient the
caps correctly in their mounting holes. The kit also provides the
earlier caps with six retaining bolts so take care to use parts
G7 and not parts G2.
The idler mounts are also attached at this stage. Take care to
fill the seam between the two halves of the idler mount (parts
A3 and A7) since this was a single casting on the real vehicle.
The last step in this stage is to fit the spacer ring (part D1) to
the turret ring. Don’t forget this part because if you do, the turret will sit too low on the hull.

(L) Eduard radiator intake screens and modified lifting cable and hook. (R) Filled seam around hatch and PE brass brackets for retaining the tow cables.
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4

The next step covers fitting the sprocket mount and
swing arms to the left-hand side of the hull, although I had
already added them at the same time as the right-hand
items. I then worked from front to rear, adding details to the
front and top of the hull. I began with the nose plate (part F4)
which is the later welded pattern without filled bolt holes, correct for a Model 1942 hull. I added some additional weld seam
detail along the upper edge.
Next I added the appliqué armor plate (part F3) to the lower
front hull. When this part was securely in place, I added my
circular mounting plates for the forward towing eyes into the
cut-outs in the appliqué armor. By adding the armor first, I
could be sure that the mounting plates were located correctly. I
then cut the towing eyes (parts A10) carefully off the molded-on
mounting plates and glued them to the scratch-built plates.
I departed from the sequence of the instructions at this point,
adding the antenna mount, driver’s visor and hull machine gun
mount. When adding the power conduit for the headlamp and
siren (part WE14), I chose to drill out the ends so that I could
later add the wiring for the electrical fittings from thin florists’
wire.
Take care with the hull machine gun mount (part D4) since it
looks similar to the machine gun mount for the turret rear (part
D11) though the parts are actually slightly different. I made this
mistake but fortunately realized it before attaching the part to
the hull. I omitted the machine gun barrel (part D2) until final
assembly to avoid knocking it off and losing it.
When adding the hatch surround for the hull hatch (part F15),
take care to fill carefully the seam between this part and the
upper front hull since the entire forward hull top was a single
plate on the real vehicle; there was no separate insert around
the hatch. I filled the gap with several applications of Mr. Surfacer 1000 and gently sanded it smooth.
The radiator intake screens (parts D9) are the correct pattern
for a Model 1942 hull but the screens are molded solid. The kit
parts are well molded and provided they are painted carefully

will not detract from the appearance of the finished model.
However, I chose to replace them with aftermarket parts. My
personal favorite for this task is Eduard’s Zoom set TP89.
Numerous manufacturers offer these parts but many are either
inaccurate or overly complicated to assemble. Eduard’s set
offers a good balance of accuracy and ease of assembly.
If you do choose to use the kit parts, take care to use parts D9,
which are correctly spelled out in the instructions, and not parts
D10, which are also included in the kit. Parts D10 represent the
earlier pattern intake screens fitted up until mid-1941.
I added the engine access hatch (part WE7) and the transmission access hatches (parts F12) at this stage, to complete the
upper rear hull. The engine access hatch is the flat pattern with
the welded-on additional turret ring armor as carried by ‘43’. I
drilled out the lifting eye in the rear right-hand corner.
I attached the lifting-retaining cable (part A25), and chose to do
a little carving on the end where the cable attaches to the hook,
to depict better the hollow inside the loop in the cable. For this I
used the tip of a new #11 blade and a good deal of patience.
I also attached the exhausts (parts A15 and A16) at this stage.
The kit parts are slide molded with open apertures which
are commendably thin. In the review sample however, both
exhausts were marred by sink marks and the edge of one
was damaged or possibly short-shot in the molding process. I
made repairs with Squadron White Putty and sanded the parts
smooth.
Once this was done, I chose to add the lifting eyes (parts A28).
Since the eyes rotated in their mounts on the real vehicle, don’t
be too concerned about their alignment when adding the parts.

5

This covers the road wheels and sprockets. The road
wheels are the reinforced cast steel type that was standard
in the spring and summer of 1942 and these wheels are
evident in photographs of ‘43’. The sprockets feature the correct eight attachment bolts on
their hubs.

(L) Fenders, brackets and stowage boxes in place. Note the plugged holes in the left-hand fender (R) Modified mount for the AA machine gun.
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The instructions direct you to assemble the hull machine gun
at this stage, but I had already added the mount (part D4) in
the previous step along with the other fittings on the upper front
hull.

6

This covers track assembly. The kit provides both ‘rubber
band’ and link-and-length tracks. As with all Trumpeter’s
KV kits, the link-and-length tracks include built-in sag along
the upper track run. There are numerous ejection pin marks
along the inner surfaces of the tracks but these respond well to
light sanding.
The kit tracks use the same molds as on Trumpeter’s earlier
KV kits, and herein lies a problem when building your KV-8
to depict ‘43’. The kit tracks depict the Omsh pattern fitted to
early KV variants and common up until the late spring/early
summer of 1942. Given the production timeline for the KV-8,
it is certainly possible that these tracks were carried by KV-8s
though I have not found any photographic evidence to confirm
this. However, photographs of ‘43’ indicate that it carried the
initial split-link tracks with a guide ‘bump’ on the split links, introduced in the summer of 1942. These tracks are depicted by
Friulmodellismo in their set ATL-51 and I chose to replace the
kit tracks with these. Photo 9 shows the Friulmodellismo tracks
alongside the kit tracks.
I used 86 links per side, which results in rather tight tracks but
as you can see from the accompanying photos, ‘43’ did not
exhibit much sag in the top run of its tracks. After assembling
the tracks, priming them in black and then painting them with
thinned Testors’ Model Master Rust, I set them aside until final
assembly.

7

The instructions direct you to add the sprocket, idler, return
rollers and road wheels to the left-hand side of the hull. For
ease of painting, I chose to leave these parts separate until
final assembly. Note that you should not attach the mud scrapers (part A5 and A6) until after the sprocket is in place, or the
sprocket will not fit.
This step also returns to the hull, adding remaining upper hull
details including the machine gun, headlamp, driver’s episcope
cover, turret ring protective armor and engine access hatch but
I had already added these parts as I worked from front to rear,
so I pretty much ignored step 7.

8-9

These cover adding the running gear to the righthand side of the hull. Again, I chose to leave these
parts, including the mud scraper (part A6) separate
until after painting. I had already added the exhausts (parts
A15 and A16) earlier in the sequence. These steps also add
the appliqué armor (part F3) to the lower front hull and the
lifting/retaining cable (part A25) to the engine access hatch,
but I had already attached these parts earlier in assembly. The
instructions would have you add the tracks at this stage but I
left them off the model until final assembly.

Another view of ‘43’ showing the upper front hull details. (NARA)
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10

The fenders on the review sample were slightly warped
and required some patience to fit correctly. I worked
from the front ends, gluing and clamping, gradually
working toward the rear, setting each bracket in place as I went
and allowing each section to set before continuing. It was a
tedious process but the fenders finally settled into place at the
correct angle.
The kit provides styrene fender brackets that are a little too
thick and will benefit from judicious sanding. This is really not
a criticism since the kit parts are about as thin as they can be
without being impossible to mold reliably. If you wish, you can
use etched brass items from one of the many aftermarket sets
designed for the Trumpeter KV kits.
The instructions direct you to use the skeletal brackets (parts
F7). Photographs of ‘43’ indicate that it carried skeletal brackets on the foremost two positions on each side but solid
brackets on the rearmost three positions. The kit includes solid
brackets (parts F11) so this is an easy modification. At first I
thought the kit included only four solid brackets but there are
an additional two lurking at the other end of sprue F.
I discovered a further problem when adding the fender brackets. When the tabs on the brackets were fitted into the locating
slots on the fenders, I found that the inner edges of the brackets did not quite meet the hull side, leaving a discernible gap.
I concealed the gaps on each bracket by gluing thin styrene
rod on both sides of the bracket, then carving and texturing it to
represent the weld beads that attached the brackets to the hull.
By the spring of 1942, the original construction method of bolting the brackets to the hull side had given way to the simpler
and quicker method of welding them in place.
There are two locating holes in the left-hand fender for the
stowage box typically carried on KV-1 Model 1942s. These will
be obscured if you choose to add the external fuel/oil tanks on
the fenders but I chose not to fit these (see below) so I plugged
the holes by shaving two short pieces of sprue to a point, gluing them into the holes, then cutting them off flush with the top

surface of the fender when dry. I then added the fender stowage boxes to the rear ends of each fender.
I added the two forward brackets (parts F10) at this point,
though the instructions would have you add them later, in step
12. I found the locating tabs on the vertical sections of the
brackets needed trimming slightly to allow the brackets to sit
down snugly against the flanges on the fenders. I then filled
and sanded the seams smooth.
Step 10 also directs you to add two brackets (parts PE6) to the
glacis plate. These brackets held the towing cables against the
inner edges of the fenders to avoid them interfering with the
flame jet. Again, by Trumpeter adding this minor detail it shows
that it has done its homework.
The brackets should be located against the rear edges of the
base plates for the forward fender brackets, with their inner
ends level with the inner ends of the base plates. Make sure
that you attach these brackets securely, since they will take a
little stress later when you attach the tow cables in Step 14.

11

Trumpeter has provided a new turret shell that accurately
depicts a 90mm-armored welded turret manufactured by
ChKZ, including the ring-shaped marks on the roof, the
correct welded episcope covers without flanges and the splash
bar beneath the side-facing episcopes. This type of turret was
also fitted to late KV-1 Model 1940s and early Model 1941s so
there is some opportunity for cross-kitting here.
The instructions give you the option of using the truncatedcone-shaped cover for the gunner’s sighting periscope (parts
F18 and A20) or the box-shaped cover (parts F17 and F20).
Photographs of ‘43’ show that it carried the box-shaped cover,
so I chose this option. Note that the KV-8 carried the gunner’s
sight on the right of the gun rather than the left, as was the
case with the KV-1. The kit instructions show the correct position for the sight.
The 45mm gun barrel and its sleeve are slide molded in one
piece and provide a very nice representation of the original.

Kit tracks (rear) and Friulmodellismo ATL-51 split-link tracks (front). ‘43’ carried the split-link tracks. I chose not to use the tow cables to match available photos.
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front edge of the bracket (it should actually be a hook) and glue
the completed mount to the cut-down bracket.
The kit does not provide parts for the retaining bracket that
should mount onto part PE3, nor does the turret hatch (part
D19) include a cutout to accommodate the inner portion of part
PE3. I fitted the hatch in the closed position and then trimmed
part PE3 to match the curvature of the hatch cover before gluing it in position as shown in Photo 12.
Photographs of ‘43’ indicate that it carried the mount but not
the machine gun itself at the time of its capture. However, the
machine gun is such a beautiful molding that I couldn’t help
myself and had to use it – put it down to modeler’s license.
You may choose to replace the kit barrel with an aftermarket
item such as Aber’s 35L52 but I chose to use the kit part. There
was a very faint mold seam along the length of the barrel,
which disappeared under the lightest touch of a sanding stick.
The grab handles on the outer edges of the turret roof (parts
D15) are delicately molded to an almost scale thickness but
removing the fine mold seams on these parts will be difficult
without breaking them. I chickened out and chose to replace
them with thin brass wire using the kit parts as templates.
There is an un-numbered step in the instructions between Step
11 and Step 12, which covers the assembly of the 7.62mm DT
anti-aircraft machine gun and its P40 mount. The gun is a new
molding and the mount is a combination of styrene and etched
brass parts that result in a very nice rendition. I opened up the
muzzle with the point of a new #11 blade.
The kit instructions direct you to attach the entire machine gun
and mount on an etched bracket (part PE3) to the right of center on the turret hatch coaming. Unfortunately, this is incorrect.
The mount should be attached to the molded-on mounting
plate along the turret centerline.

12 -13

add the forward fender brackets (parts F10), appliqué armor for the upper hull sides (parts F29
and F30), retaining brackets for the tow cables
(parts D7) and fender stowage boxes (parts WE9). The two
tow cables using braided brass wire supplied with the kit to create the cables themselves, with styrene parts (D8) to represent
the cast ends. The styrene parts are slide molded and therefore create the holes in which the cable is fitted, resulting in an
easy and accurate representation of the original.

14

is a ‘two-step step’ that begins by assembling and adding the five external tanks to the fenders. The tanks are
each assembled from three pieces with the join lines
intelligently placed along the outer edges of the two retaining
straps on each tank. The details on the clips that secure the
retaining straps are somewhat simplified, as are the handles
on each end, and will benefit from replacement with aftermarket items. To be fair to Trumpeter however, these details would
be difficult to replicate in styrene. Though no aftermarket sets
exist for this kit at the time of writing, you can cannibalize parts
from Aber’s IS-2 Update Set or Eduard’s set #35726 intended
for the Eastern Express KV-8S kit.

The bracket to the right of center held the rectangular retaining bracket for the machine gun’s pistol grip. Thankfully, this is
an easy fix. Carefully cut away the raised, rounded part at the

I used AK Interactive’s 4BO Russian Green Special
Modulation set, which provides seven different colors
ranging from a dark shadow to a pale, almost grey green
highlight. In this photo, the weathering has not yet begun.
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Detailing the external tanks is rather a moot point however,
since I cannot find any evidence that shows these tanks were
used on the KV-8, though they are present in photographs of
the KV-8S. Numerous photographs exist of ‘43’ both at the time
of its capture by German forces and later during its technical
examination and none of these photographs shows any evidence of external tanks or their mounting hardware. I therefore
recommend that you omit the tanks from your model, as I did.
The second part of Step 14 adds the tow cables to the forward
hull. The easiest way to attach them is to hook the rear end of
each cable through the turnbuckle on the upper hull side, then
carefully bend it forward along the fender and glacis. Thread
the towing shackle (part A19) through the eye on the end of the
cable and clip the shackle in place onto the towing eye on the
lower front hull. Finally, press the cable down into the bracket
on the glacis, and add the retaining pin, made from bent brass
wire 2mm on each side, to secure it in place.
Photographs of ‘43’ at the time of its capture, before its recovery by the Germans, suggest that it was missing its tow cables.
Certainly, photographs during its recovery and later during its
evaluation show the tow cables absent. However, I decided to
assemble and paint one of the cables for the purposes of this
article, and found that the parts assembled without any trouble
whatsoever.
The final step in the assembly is to add the turret by placing it
on the upper hull and turning it to secure it in place. I skipped
this step, leaving me with the assembled hull, turret, running
gear and tracks as separate sub-assemblies, ready for painting.

Finish/Weathering

As already mentioned, the kit provides a decal sheet with markings
for one vehicle; ‘43’ from the 502nd Flamethrower Tank Battalion
serving on the Volkov Front in the late summer of 1942. This
vehicle was finished in overall Protective Green 4BO with white
tactical numbers on the sides and rear of the turret.
I primed the entire model in Armory Flat Black primer applied
from a spray can and allowed the primer to dry overnight before
further painting. I used AK Interactive’s 4BO Russian Green Special Modulation set, which provides seven different colors ranging
from a dark shadow to a pale, almost grey green highlight. I
applied these in turn over the black base coat, starting with the
4BO Shadow shade on the undersurfaces and darkest crevices,
followed by 4BO Dark Base on the lower hull sides and 4BO
Base on the upper hull and turret.
Having laid in the shadows and worked up the base color, I then
began the highlighting process by placing the turret on the hull,
and spraying 4BO Light Base on the horizontal or near horizontal surfaces of the fenders, glacis, upper hull and turret, where
the surface would naturally catch the light. The 4BO Light Base
creates a subtle additional highlight when applied over the 4BO
Base.
The next step is the serious highlighting, which requires a strong
nerve and a good deal of trust in AK Interactive. I began applying
the 4BO Highlight along the most exposed areas of the upper
hull, such as the transmission compartment roof plate, and the
turret roof. I finished off by adding spot highlights with 4BO Shine
along the top of the gun barrel, the rain guard above the mantlet,
and the turret roof.
I applied the kit decals using my favorite Mr. Mark Softer decal
setting solution. When the decals were dry, I sealed them using
Armory Matt Varnish, again applied from a spray can.
At this point, the model looked considerably too light but as Iain
Hamilton from AK Interactive explained to me, that is the intention since weathering with oils will take the tone back down to an
appropriate level. Sure enough, a wash with Raw Umber oil paint
darkened the finish, taking the garish edge off the highlights and
providing a more subtle tonal variation. I was quite happy
with the results.
I primed the tracks with Armory Flat Black primer
applied from a spray can, then painted them
with thinned Testors’ Model Master Rust
before applying a generous coat of mud using my usual mixture of builder’s plaster, Mig
Productions pigments, dark brown paint and
water. Photographs indicate that the area of the
Volkov Front where ‘43’ saw action was very muddy at the
time. I slathered the mud mix onto the tracks, lower hull and running gear with an old flat brush, then set the model aside to dry
overnight before attaching the tracks to the hull.
I added some chipping to areas that would receive wear and
tear using Citadel Miniatures Tin Bitz paint applied with a 10/0
brush. I’m not a huge fan of the current penchant for extensive
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chipping, since it think it’s easy to overdo, but judicious application of chips, scratches and wear is appropriate for a vehicle in
service.
I finished the model off by adding dirt and dust to the lower hull
and running gear using Mig Productions’ Russian Earth and
European Dust Pigments, trying to stay on the lower portions
of the vehicle and avoid turning the entire model into a brown
blob.
I added soot stains to the upper hull near the exhausts using
Mig Productions’ Black Smoke pigment, along with oil and fuel
stains around the filler caps using AK Interactive’s Engine and
Metal Weathering Set.
I added some more patches of dirt on horizontal surfaces and
streaks on vertical surfaces, to help break up the green a little,
but the important thing here to know when to stop.
As with all my models, I chose to bolt the finished KV-8 to a
varnished wood base through a hole drilled in the underside
of the hull beneath the turret. This provides a secure base for
handling when I take the model to shows but allows me to
detach it easily to save storage space in the model cabinet and
to recycle the base for another model.

Summary

Trumpeter has given us another very good kit
of a KV series variant. You will need to make
a few modifications to represent accurately ‘43’, the vehicle
depicted by the kit decals but these are relatively simple steps
and will not tax the skills of any competent modeler.

Highly recommended

for fans of the KVs and of Soviet armor in general.
Many thanks to Stevens International for the review
sample.
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U.S. M-42 Duster
The M-42 utilized the M-41 Walker Bulldog chassis to mount
twin automatic Bofors 40mm guns in a fully-rotating turret, and
was intended to engage aircraft. Production ran from 1952 to
1959, but rapidly became obsolete with the advent of faster,
jet-powered aircraft. However, it was fielded in Vietnam, where
its considerable firepower was found to be effective against
ground level “soft” targets. This M-42 is a fully-restored and
running example, one of two, at the Virginia Museum of Military
Vehicles.
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History

The Soviet Union designed its first tracked
armored personnel carrier in 1952 and delivered them to the troops in 1954. The BTR-50 was amphibious, crewed by two and carried 20 soldiers in fighting gear(!).
The design was not ‘ground up’ but borrowed from the PT-76,
namely the chassis and lower hull. When leaving the land, water jets propelled the vehicle by using inlets located on the hull
bottom to direct water out two rear outlets on the upper hull.
Redirecting some of the water through outlets on the hull sides
steered the vehicle.
Originally open-topped, the PK variant added NBC protection, closed in the roof and provided large roof hatches for the
occupants, which still had to go up and over the roof edge to
reach the ground. Many variants were produced and BTR50s served under the flags of many Warsaw Pact nations and
countries in Asia and the Middle East. Today they continue to
serve in a few armies but the Soviets phased them out in the
1970s and after the unification of Germany most of theirs were
scrapped or sold.

First Impressions

Soviet armor in the
post-WW2 period has
never been a modeling interest of mine but something about
the BTR-50PK is intriguing. Maybe it’s the boat-shaped hull or
the shark-like angular front end that underlines its amphibious
nature. Before diving into Trumpeter’s rendition, it occurs to
me that so often in a rush to get inside the box, little attention
is given to the artwork on the outside. This time I couldn’t help
noticing that artist Vincent Wai did a fabulous job depicting
the BTR-50PK coming ashore. The detail is amazing and the
pose realistic. However, as nice as that is, the real goodies are
inside. The sprues are sealed in clear poly bags and some are
additionally wrapped in foam padding to protect fragile parts.
The two hull parts and track are in a separate compartment
walled off with cardboard. Not surprisingly, all this meant that
not one part was broken.
Besides the styrene parts, one small photo-etched brass fret
and one length of string is provided. There are no clear parts
provided. A small sheet of water-slide decals with enough
markings for two vehicles is also included.

Trumpeter’s
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The instructions are typical for Trumpeter and feature exploded
view drawings with part number callouts. Assembly steps
wisely leave lots of ‘white space’ around them to avoid a cluttered and confusing look. The sprue layout is provided but the
extra parts not needed for this version are not notated. A full
color insert provides five-view artwork of the model with paint
color suggestions and decal placement.
The tracks are far from state of the art, being soft styrene single runs for each side, complete with those retro attaching pins
to hold them together. They have mold parting and injection
scars but the good news is there are no ejection pin depressions. They are soft, stretchy and a bit squiffy in appearance.
Trumpeter provides the hull in two halves, an upper and lower.
All hatches on the upper hull are separate to do as you wish.
Though no internal detail is provided, that does not detract
from the kit and is best left up to the modeler to pursue if
desired. The lower hull has a detailed belly with panels, bolts,
welds and those nifty water intake inlets.
Suspension arms are separate with keyed pins that mate with
the hull. The roadwheels have nice detail but, for reasons only
known to Trumpeter, have significant raised seams on the
centerline and cutting across the cross-section of the tire portions. While this feature in some circumstances can be verified
on real vehicles, the effect is in reality very faint and prone to
wear off quickly in field conditions. The compensating idler is
erroneously hollow on the rear side but otherwise the rest of
the wheels have good surface detail.
While the level of surface detail on the major hull parts is high
on the weld lines, bolts and fasteners, the small parts are not
as impressive and some have significant mold seam lines to
remove. However, the average quality across the kit contents
is commendable.

From the top of the page, the first photo shows the
single-piece upper hull with cutouts for all hatches. 
The decals provide markings for just two vehicles, one
Soviet and one East German.  The photo-etched
brass fret provides light cages and deck grills with great
fidelity.  The wheels have raised seams on the tires, not a feature
one would find on the real vehicle. The idler has a hollow back which
needs to be closed.  Ah, the tracks. Old fashioned, stretchy tracks
with mold seams and melt-the-pins connection. The 1970s called
and they want their track back...  Tow cable string.  Great belly
detail, including welds and maintenance panels.  The water jet
tubes are a nice inclusion if you go the distance with a diorama or
interior.
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Construction

Work began with those pesky
roadwheels. The raised seams just
had to go, especially after exhausting research failed to provide
a just cause to leaving them in place. Doing this was a time
consuming labor using sanding sticks and a curved scalpel
blade. The roadwheel backs are separate but are not keyed for
alignment. The tolerances are close here, so they were carefully aligned by eye to the front sides using the grease nipples
as a point of reference. A touch of liquid cement was enough
to lock them. The inside of the compensating idlers is hollow
but A+B putty solved that problem. The sprockets do not align
properly but removing the alignment tab and adjusting by eye
worked well.

with before sealing the hull. The air inlets are easily mounted
in place without issue. The instructions recommend installing
the rear hull plate to the tubes and the lower hull in one step.
Maybe this is a good idea but I’ll never know. My rear hull plate
was glued to the upper hull first because it needed generous
putty work and the water jets were not a concern for this build.
However, doing it this way made it difficult to glue the water jets
into position. Slow-setting plastic cement from Faller made it
possible. My jet tubes are closed up but, if they are a feature
you wish to display, it will require work cleaning up the inner
surfaces of the tubes. In the sponson areas, there are join lines
that should be filled in as the hull design leaves this area open
for viewing.

The roadwheel arms require normal cleanup and although they
are keyed to slots in the hull, do not fit with enough precision to
glue them and walk away. A straight edge is needed to check
alignment in all directions. Due to inconsistent tolerances in
either the roadwheel holes or the arm shafts, some roadwheels
fit loosely and others tight. Mounting them in this way requires
careful checking with a straight edge. Up until now, things have
been a bit fussy but the worst parts are complete.

Construction moves along faster now as the separate hatches
are cleaned up and installed. The hatches are slightly too large
for the openings and require careful sanding to allow them to
lie flat. Check each one and adjust if necessary. The fighting
compartment rear plate fitted just fine but needed putty around
the entire part to hide the joint seam. Trumpeter makes a commendable effort to depict weld lines across the entire kit. However, some were damaged when the rear fighting compartment
plate was installed. Adding them back was easy using Tamiya
tape to mask off the surrounding area and stippling layers of
Mr. Surfacer. The tape keeps the Mr. Surfacer exactly where
desired and matches the Trumpeter weld lines perfectly.

My preference is to assemble the hull as soon as practical.
The two hull halves have excellent fit and literally snap together
but first the water jet tubes and the air inlets have to be dealt

The photo-etched light cages did not
need the former tool included in the
kit, they folded along crease lines
perfectly. Note there are no clear parts
for the periscope glass. The tracks
are stretchy and have to be coaxed into sagging
properly. All hatches are separate, but some require
sanding in order to fit the openings.
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No driver’s periscopes are provided,
leaving an empty hole where they
belong.  The tracks are at least the
right length. One more link either way
would throw things off dramatically.  Surface detail
is plentiful, especially with the engine deck. Photoetched brass grills are added later.

At this point, the construction returned to the recommended order of the instructions, with focus on the
smaller, detailed parts. In general, the molding quality
on these parts is not as high as the larger parts,
especially the engine deck. Cleanup is tedious on the
grab handles and running lights due to their size and
fragility. Fortunately, there are not a lot to add on this
model. Some of the grab handle holes in the hull were
larger than the handles themselves and Mr. Surfacer
helped to fill the gaps. The main engine hatch handles
did not fit the mounting holes until they were widened
slightly. The mounting pins on the bow trim vane
were removed for easier positioning. The foremost
tow cable hook on the starboard side is incorrectly
positioned in the instructions; it should be mounted to
the hole just to the right of the diagram.
Installing the large searchlight provided an interesting
challenge. A very delicate photo-etched brass bracket
must first be mounted to the light. The first attempt
angled the light too much forward, so the second
attempt used a different approach. Tiny circles of
styrene were glued to the photo-etched brass bracket
with CA glue. Then the bracket was positioned to the
light using regular styrene cement, which allowed
subtle adjustments while dry fitting it to the hull to
achieve the right angle.

Photo-etched brass

The small
fret contains
engine deck screening, light brush guards and the
spotlight handle. A styrene former is provided to aid
the bending of the light guards. However, the former
doesn’t match up well to the part. Fortunately, the
brass is scribed at fold points and folds easily. The
instruction diagram was a bit vague, but after figuring
it out, the guards were soldered for strength. The deck
screens are nicely done pieces and are very thin so
care is needed when handling them.

Tracks

The tracks are a throwback to old
molding technology and materials, as
the flaws in the track are not repairable. Things like
seam lines across the outside edge, occasional mold
pour marks on the inner surface and a kinky appearance let down the overall kit impression. In addition,
appropriate sag is not easily achieved and only with
applications of super glue is it even close. Since the
tracks are highly visible in this kit, it would have been nice to
have had a set of separate-link tracks.
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Painting/Modulation

While I do enjoy the
building process,
when the sanding and tedious assembly is done I admit to being excited to move on to the painting and weathering stages.
Staying within the box contents means using the kit-provided
markings, which depict only Soviet and East German vehicles.
Both wear the ever-popular camouflage of green. Before the
collapse of communist East Germany, a tri-color camouflage
was deployed but I could not find enough reference to warrant
using it. The service life of a vehicle of this type may also have
precluded its use, so to be safe the green was here to stay.
However, it’s always good to try new ideas and while at AMPS
2011 convention, I had the pleasure to work with Iain Hamilton
of AK-Interactive and attend Mig Jimenez’s seminar. I saw
up close the results of the modulation technique and other
methods I’d read about. It really is different to see a technique
in person and it left an impression that stayed with me after the
show, much longer than that pizza from the convention hotel’s
restaurant.
So as I contemplated this blocky, green beast in front of me I
thought that it might be a good time to try the modulation technique to give it some interest. The shape of the BTR-50 has
many flat panels and the modulation concept is easier for me
to understand when flat, rather than round shapes are concerned. I also decided to dig out my old artists’ oil paints that



were abandoned in favor of an all-acrylic workshop that did not
have those petroleum scents that women notice from the next
county. Before today’s array of ready-to-use modeling paints
and weathering agents there were just artists’ oils and your
imagination. I found the paints still useable some 15 years after
purchase and about seven or eight years after last use!
After washing, the model is sprayed with Tamiya’s Panzer Grey
spray can lacquer. This excellent paint adheres well to plastic/
photo-etched brass, covers the model in just a few squirts,
is tough when dry and requires no clean up. In an hour it is
dry and the model is checked for missed seams or otherwise
sloppy handiwork during the construction stage. This private
moment with your model is your chance to correct mistakes
before your buddies see them, so take advantage of it.
Next, the airbrush comes out and Vallejo Model Air (VMA)
paints are chosen for the task. In modulation, the effects of light
are simulated with a degree of exaggeration that is up to the
modeler’s eye. This simple experiment depicts three shades of
Soviet green by different ratios of four paints. The base is VMA
Dark Green (019) mixed with VMA Gold Yellow (71078) to the
ratio of 2:1. The dark base is VMA Dark Green mixed with VMA
Black Grey (71056) to the ratio of 2:1. The light base is VMA
Dark Green mixed with VMA Gold Yellow to the ratio of 1:1 and
then 10% VMA Dark Sea Grey (048) added.
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 The entire model is first sprayed the
base green.
 Next, the dark base is sprayed on the
lower hull below the fender line. It’s also
applied to the front most side panel on the
upper hull side, using the vertical weld line
as the demarcation point. Paper masks
shield the areas that are to remain in the
base green.
 Finally, the light base is sprayed on
the areas that would catch the most direct
sunlight, such as the fenders, roof, horizontal hatches and bow trim vane. A soft
line is sprayed across the upper hull side
plates, creating a “catch light” of sorts, but
the effect must be subtle.
The next steps apply the light base by
hand with a fine paintbrush to the surface
details, like bolt heads and hatch handles.
This ends the modulation aspect of the finish and it
may look cartoonish at this stage, but there is more
to do.



Above: the lighter base is applied by brush to the surface
details like the bolts and fasteners on the engine deck.
Note also the light area along the hull edge. While this
effect looks rather stark at this stage, subsequent filters
and washes will act to harmonize the colors.
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Color Filter

I found the greens
not quite the shades I
wanted, so here is where filters come in handy.
I wanted to move the greens from the yellow
side and toward blue. To do this, artists’ oils
were mixed to resemble a dark purple and
thinned significantly, about 90% paint to 10%
thinner. Before applying this filter to the model,
the brush was ‘unloaded’ on notepaper until just
faint streaks of the color came off the brush.
Now the filter is ready and will not pool up on the
model surface — a critical part to using filters.
I found that two applications of this filter were
enough to change the green to something more
to my liking. The filters also started to blend the
contrasts of the modulation and reduce the slight
sheen from the Vallejo Model Air paint.

Applying Markings

The
weathering was paused here to apply the markings. Two
numbers and two NVA (Nationale Volksarmee
or National People’s Army) crests were used.
The waterslide decals settled well to the model’s
surface, although the NVA crests suffered from a
lack of opacity, especially around the edges.

Weathering Continues

The next step was to add a dark brown wash as
a way to enhance the panel breaks and provide
depth. This mixture consists of Vandyke Brown
artists’ oil paint thinned out about 75% and applied with a soft paintbrush. Again, this softens
the modulation contrast further.
Honestly, I am not a fan of depicting paint chips
except in cases of extreme neglect or abusive
environments. My occasional attempts at using
a sponge to apply chips were never satisfactory.
While at the AMPS 2011 convention, Iain Hamilton of AK-Interactive gave me a personal
demo of the technique, and then while
listening to Mig Jimenez conduct his demo,
I had my “ahhh” moment. Mig said that the
key to chipping is the natural incompatibility
of enamel-based paint with acrylic-based
paint. When an acrylic paint is applied over
an enamel-based finish, especially while
it still is not fully cured, the acrylic paint on
the sponge will not run as easily and this
keeps the chips small and restrained. I
never remember hearing that before but it
made sense. So I tried it to a limited extent
on the BTR-50 by using a sponge wetted
with Vallejo Model Color Smoke (70939).
I kept it to the engine deck only but could
have justified using it in more areas. I think

Vandyke Brown is dark brown and useful to simulate
stains. This well-used tube is over 10 years old and still
performs beautifully. Thinned slightly with Turpenoid, it is
“flicked” onto the model to create random spots.

it’s important to consider the vehicle’s service life when making
weathering decisions and keep the two harmonious.
Another technique used on this model depicts splatters and is
one of my favorites. Commonly used to simulate mud splatter, it also simulates oil and grease splatters. It must be used
with restraint though and masks are needed to protect areas
from stray splatter. I took this a step further and masked off the
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engine deck hatches and splattered around them with the reasoning that when the hatches were removed for maintenance,
the surrounding areas would be dirtier. Tamiya tape was
applied as the mask and a solution of Vandyke Brown artists’
oil paint was thinned and loaded onto a very small paintbrush,
something around a size 0. The small amount of paint held by
the brush offers more control and smaller specks of paint on
the model. Apply the paint specks simply by using a toothpick
to draw back the brush bristles and let it go. Repeat as often as
needed. This works equally well with acrylics and enamels but
enamel mistakes can be cleaned up easily; acrylics cannot! It
also works well with wetted pigment mixtures.
The same Vandyke Brown artists’ oil paint was applied in tiny
drops using a toothpick and feathered with a clean paintbrush
to emulate streaks and discoloration. While the hull dried, the
wheels and tracks were painted.
I prefer using pigments on the chassis components because
it brings with it a texture that paint cannot deliver. A custom
mix of various pastel chalks were ground up into fine dust and
poured into a small container to keep it handy. First, the tracks
were airbrushed dark grey and then washed with a slurry of
pigments and distilled water. Worn areas are simulated with
a soft artists’ graphite pencil. Highly worn areas of the track
cleats were rubbed with a silver paint smeared finger (mine).
I find this method is easy to control and touches only the high
points on the track.

The kit’s tow cable string was
replaced with Karaya twisted copper
cable for a much more accurate
appearance. The tracks are held
down to the wheels with epoxy. The
finish employed several techniques, including color
modulation and filters, and used acrylic paints, artists’
oils and pigments to complete
the package.

The wheels are airbrushed dark grey and a draftsman’s circle
template used to mask off the grey rubber for airbrushing
green on the wheel centers. The wheels received the same
pigment slurry technique and I cleaned off the excess when
dry. The pigment slurry is also stippled on the belly and lower
hull, including underneath the fenders.
Final weathering brings the same pigment slurry back to wash
around details on the rest of the model. This ties the model to
the weathering that is on the suspension and tracks.

Final details

The commander’s cupola periscopes
are solid styrene and the driver’s
periscopes are not even provided in the kit. While this was the
standard of years past, nowadays the trend is to provide clear
periscope parts. If this is considered before gluing the hull parts
together, the opportunity is there to back the holes with styrene
scraps. Since I did not have that foresight, another method
was needed. My years of saving clear packaging and things
that looked ‘glassy’ paid off by finding pieces with a translucent
brown tint and sufficient thickness to simulate glass blocks.
Once trimmed to size, they were pushed onto tiny balls of A+B
putty inside the periscope covers. The putty acted as glue and
helped to position the glass correctly. The same material fills
the commander’s cupola periscopes, but without the putty
backing. I mention this now but this was done after the painting
stages so the glass did not have to be masked. The large spot
lamp lenses are painted black with several coats of Future floor
polish.
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There should be two tow cables on a BTR-50, and Trumpeter
provides four cable ends and a segment of synthetic string.
The string is only good as a last resort. Replacement Karaya
cabling greatly improves the authenticity. The oversized notches in the ends are filled with CA glue after inserting the cable.
A pole on the starboard side is used for amphibious operation,
I assume. It was scraped with coarse sandpaper to provide
a faux wood grain and painted brown with black stripes. The
shovels are marked with soft graphite first, painted green and
scratched to reveal the graphite underneath.
The mud flaps were thinned to about half their thickness using
coarse sandpaper. It sounded like a good idea to use Vallejo
Crackle Medium to simulate the green paint cracks that appear
as the black rubber flexes but unfortunately the effect was lost
in the dust wash. It’s a good technique but in this case a victim
of poor execution.
As a final step, the tracks were glued to the wheels using CA
glue. This method is often futile because the glue to paint bond
is stronger than the paint to part bond, so the paint pulls free
from the track if it’s under tension unless the parts are scraped
down to the plastic. It’s just a shame to have to do this.

Conclusion

In summary, the positive aspects of the
kit are: hull fit, sharp and clean parts,
nice photo-etched brass. Negatives are: old-style track that
lacks detail, hollow idler, misaligned sprocket, poor hatch fit,
raised seams on wheels and no machine gun or clear periscope parts. Most of the negatives are easily overcome using
your Modeling 101 training, with the exception of the tracks.
They really let down the finished product.
Therefore, the kit is recommended with reservations. Obtaining
aftermarket tracks is highly advised.
Thank you to Stevens International for this review sample.
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No matter how big your tank is –
you’ll have a blast at the MVPA Convention!!!!
Join fellow enthusiasts at the 37th Annual International Convention
of the Military Vehicle Preservation Association, June 28-30, 2012,
at the Von Braun Center, Huntsville Alabama. Over 100 original
and restored military vehicles on display! 100,000 square feet of
vehicles, references, militaria and parts.
This year featuring AMPS modeling
competition hosted by AMPS Atlanta.
Model enthusiasts admitted from
3 PM-5 PM Friday and all day Saturday
for $8, or attend all three days for $30.
For information regarding the model
competition, contact David Farris at
rolltide768@gmail.com

For questions regarding the convention in general, or vendor tables, contact www.MVPA.org or call 1-800-365-5798

MIDTENN
HOBBIES.com

Up-to-date website ordering with quantities listed for in-stock items on the shelf.
Orders ship within 24 hours.
AMPS members enjoy free UPS ground
shipping on orders over $75.00

Armor kits & aftermarket accessories, paints, finishing supplies
sales@midtennhobbies.com

From MidTenn Hobbies direct to your doorstep!
wORN & hEAVY
CHIPPING EFFECTS

MUD, DIRT & DUST

GRIME & RUST

Visit MidTennHobbies.com for more AK-Interactive products, including instructional DVD’s, books and accessories.

Thanks for downloading this free sample issue of AMPS Boresight magazine.
AMPS functions as a modeling club whose
purpose is to foster knowledge and appreciation of the history of armored vehicles, through
examination of preserved examples located in
both museums and private collections and in
miniature through modeling.
AMPS hosts an annual international convention

featuring armor model vendors, seminars from
armor experts and an array of the best armor
models from around the world in its competition.
Boresight is published six times a year in full
color and is designed and written by armor
modelers just like you. If you like what you see,
please consider joining AMPS!

WWW.AMPS-ARMOR.ORG
AMPS Membership Application

Visit the AMPS website for
payments via PayPal,
Visa or MasterCard
If paying by check or money
order, please mail your
information to:
AMPS, PO Box 543
Elkton, MD 21922-0543 USA

USA: $30 - Canada/Mexico: $35 - All Other: $40
Membership term is one year

